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Projects at UAS Karlsruhe in 2021: 

Students of the UAS-Karlsruhe are currently working on all the topics mentioned below, so that a 

cooperation with students of the Cooper Union would be possible. However, an exact description 

of the tasks is difficult, because at the moment we do not know exactly what will be needed next 

summer: 

In the field of sensors for different applications like energy efficient sensor systems. 

Projects - supervised by Prof. Klemens Gintner (klemens.gintner@hs-karlsruhe.de) 

A) "Artificial Sensor Egg" for the evaluation of the breeding process of birds in eggs (sensors,

microcontrollers, Blue Tooth Low Energy, ....) in cooperation with the Zoo in Karlsruhe; the project 

work can be about electronics and/or mechanical issues (design of sensor eggs with at least two 

printed circuit boards) 

B) Sensors for measuring the properties of snow (sensors for temperature, humidity, hardness, ...) in

cooperation with the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) - electronics and mechanics; The idea is

to determine the snow characteristics in order to prepare the ski surface optimally – waxing the skis

C) Signal conditioning for capacitive angle sensors (signal evaluation, circuit technology), electronics;

This sensor could be used in hand prostheses, for example, to detect the finger position individually -

this would then allow the movement of the prostheses to be controlled even more precisely.

D) Novel stick/slip sensor for detecting slippage during gripping (acceleration sensor, electronics,

signal processing); gripping plays an important role not only in hand prostheses, but also in industrial

practice (grippers for automation systems). The sensor should reliably detect whether an object slips

through; the movement of the gripper should also be detected simultaneously.
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Other projects - supervised by Prof. Maurice Kettner at UAS Karlsruhe (Maurice.kettner@hs-

karlsruhe.de): 

International Students Projects on Cyber-Physical Systems to Remote-Control Lab Equipment 

between different Countries via the Internet. 

The students in different countries develop a cyber-physical “driver robot”, that is able to drive a car 

on a chassis dyno. HMI and the robot are connected via the Internet, so that the operator (test 

engineer) is able to run the driving tests from abroad. The long term target is the development of a 

universal driving robot, which is able to operate the accelerator pedal, the clutch pedal and the manual 

gear box, so it will be possible to run individual or official driving cycles. The implementation of 

different maneuvers like start-up and gear change will be necessary, further the influence of latencies 

in the internet connection need to be taken into account. 

Project work: Hardware, Software, Actuators, Sensors, Cloud-Servers, Internet protocols, control 

engineering, Automotive Engineering, Design Engineering, … 

The development of the robot is already in progress in collaboration between HsKA and Universiti 

Malaysia Pahang. 

 

Finally a project that is supervised by Prof. Fahmi Bellalouna (fahmi.bellalouna@hs-karlsruhe.de ) 

 Student Projects in the area of Virtual und Augmented Reality (VR/AR); see next page or  

further details can be found in the pdf-file “student projects VR_AR_UAS-Karlsruhe_2021” 



Student Projects in the area of Virtual und Augmented Reality (VR/AR) 

Motivation 
Virtual and Augmented Reality Technology (VR/AR) is one of the key technologies in digitization. 
Through the rapid development of display hardware, new interaction devices and tracking systems, 
innovative applications are being developed today that were simply unimaginable until now. The 
VR/AR technologies can be used to represent complex functionalities of a technical system by showing 
additional digital data, for example in sales or maintenance in tangible and understandable way. As 
part of various student projects, concrete VR and AR applications will be implemented to show the 
potential and benefits of VR/AR technology for the process digitization. 

Tasks: 
As part of several student projects, AR and VR applications for different technical systems will be 
developed. The VR and AR applications can be used for the following purposes: 

 Presentation of 3D data on physical technical systems. 
 Handling functions of the displayed 3D data (generation of sections, Visibilities).  
 Presentation of technical data on the physical technical systems (part number, material, Function, 

etc.). 
 Presentation of the assembly and disassembly sequence of the technical systems. 
 Representation of system functions (e.g. through animations). 
 Training applications (manufacturing, assembly, maintenance processes, security) for complex 

technical Systems. 
 Planning activities (factory and plant planning). 

Requirements: 
 Interest in interdisciplinary problems and tasks (mechanical engineering, technical IT, VR, AR, 

CAD, ...). 
 Interest in new VR and AR topics and applications (e.g. the game engine: Unity3D, Blender, 

Cinema4D. …). 

Contact: 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Fahmi Bellalouna, Email: fahmi.bellalouna@hs-karlsruhe.de 

 

   YouTube:    VR/AR Lab: 

 

 

 

 

 

 




